SIGHT WINDOW
Shows Level or Contents of Tanks, Pipelines; Tempered, Replaceable Glass Window

The SERIES 500 Sight Windows is a Series of standard tempered glass with brass body sight windows which display level or contents of tanks or pipelines. In addition to the standard brass body, the Series 500 Sight windows are also available in carbon steel or 316 SS.

FEATURES/BENEFITS
- Tough, tempered glass window resists chemical attack and abrasion
- Seamless, replaceable gasket assures perfect seal
- Field replaceable glass window
- Range of wetted materials to suit a wide range of chemical compatibility

APPLICATIONS
- Hydraulic tanks
- Pressure vessels
- Coolant tanks
- Hydraulic lines
- Oil reservoirs
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SIGHT WINDOW
Shows Level or Contents of Tanks, Pipelines; Fused Glass and Steel Construction

The SERIES 550 Sight Windows is a range of glass with plated steel body sight windows which display level or contents of tanks or pipelines. Connections are standard NPT in sizes ranging from 1/4 to 2”.

FEATURES/BENEFITS
- Glass to metal bond for utmost reliability
- Plated steel bodies have convenient hex wrench surfaces for easy installation
- Windows are clear, ripple free, and flush with the front face, with no recess on which dirt might collect

APPLICATIONS
- Hydraulic tanks
- Pressure vessels
- Coolant tanks
- Hydraulic lines
- Oil reservoirs

USA: California Proposition 65
⚠️WARNING: Cancer and Reproductive Harm - www.P65Warnings.ca.gov